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DEDICATION

This book is dedicated to ‘Plants and Trees’.
Plants and trees provide food, oxygen and fuel.
They consume carbon-dioxide from the atmosphere.
Therefore, only they mitigate pollution and greenhouse effect.
They improve cosmic quality of the global environment.
Hence, the plants and trees strengthen ecology and
Protect life supporting systems on the earth.
Praana-Vaayu is ‘Intake’ of the breathing system,
Gross bodies consume Vaayu, the atmospheric air, and
Astral bodies consume Praanas, the subtle energies, as food.
Praana-Vaayu becomes potent during Brahma-Mahoort.
Plants and trees fill the atmosphere with potent energies,
Which improve the health and spiritual elevation.
Only pollution free environment and ‘Green Earth’
Provide potent Praana-Vaayu and improve quality of life.
But, it essentially demands auspicious activities of the humans.
Thus, it is a spiritual mission and a challenge for the mankind.
Therefore, the affluent and local people must be involved.
Let us all voluntarily participate in this mission.
What is required from the humans?
Let us now stop deforestation programs in totality.
Let us actively participate in the forestation programs.
Let us prevent pollution and exploitation of natural resources.
Let us stop hoarding and wastage of the natural bounties.
Let us adopt total ‘non-violence’ in all spheres of life
And shed ego and greed to achieve the objectives.
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PREFACE

The Author rediscovered ‘Fundamental Subtle Principles’
A Rishi is an individual, who is a great scientist and the spiritual master of par
excellence. The Rishis of the Vedic era were such individuals. They acquired
cosmic powers and divine-knowledge due to their high spiritual evolution. The
cosmic powers enabled them to envision subtle phenomena and the related subtle
elements (i.e. objects, processes and systems). Thus, the cosmic powers enabled
them to comprehend the divine-knowledge regarding the subtle elements and the
related fundamental subtle principles. The divine-knowledge pertains to internal
and external cosmic energy systems. These systems involve subtle elements that
commence and sustain procreative and destructive activities in the cosmos. In order
to manage all gross and subtle phenomena in the cosmos, the cosmic energy systems
obey fundamental (subtle and gross) principles of the nature. Subsequently, after
acquiring the divine-knowledge, the Rishis developed gross-level applicable rules
and procedures, regarding the auspicious breathing system (Praannayaama), the
auspicious speech (Mantras) and the Vaastu-Science to improve cosmic quality of
the earth, for the benefit of the humans. However, the divine-knowledge, regarding
the subtle phenomena and the related subtle elements, was lost along with the
Rishis of the Vedic era after their departure.
Each subtle phenomenon involves a set of subtle elements. For instance,
Vyasthi-Praana, Praana-Tatva and Samashti-Praana are the fundamental subtle
elements. The Sanskrit term for the cosmic energy is Vyasthi-Praana. On the
other hand, Praana-Tatva and Samashti-Praana are semi-cosmic energy particles.
The cosmic energy and the semi-cosmic energy particles are the fundamental
raw materials that are involved in all procreative and destructive activities in the
cosmos. For instance all material objects comprise particles of Praana-Tatva and
the Samashti-Praana. Moreover, an optimum management of the subtle elements
is the major function of the internal and external cosmic energy systems.
The breathing system, the human speech and the ecology of the earth are major
gross-level activities of the nature. They sustain life and influence the quality of life
on the earth. Therefore, despite the fact that these are gross-level activities, they
stimulate the cosmic energy systems and the related subtle elements to commence
and sustain the related subtle and gross level activities on the earth. In other words,
in order to meet the energy requirements of the related gross and astral bodies
xiv
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respectively and to sustain the related gross and subtle activities, they enhance
cosmic-qualities of the internal and external environments. To be specific, they
enhance potency and quality of the internal environment within the gross bodies
and the external environment of the earth. Consequently, they also ensure high
spiritual elevation and sound health of all living beings on the earth.
The Rishis of the Vedic era were aware regarding the above said aspects
pertaining to the subtle elements. Therefore, in order to enhance the effectiveness
of the above said gross-level activities of the nature; they developed special rules
and improved procedures. They termed them as the auspicious activities of the
humans. They are renowned as Praanaayaama, Naama-Japam, and VaastuScience. Praanaayaama is an auspicious breathing system; Naama-Japam
represents an auspicious speech; and Vaastu-Science provides auspicious rules and
procedures that enhance cosmic quality of dwellings and the earth.
The Rishis could envision subtle phenomena and the related subtle elements,
only when they attained a very high spiritual elevation. These phenomena pertained
to the breathing system, the human speech, the internal and external environments,
etc. They are part and parcel of the internal and external cosmic energy systems.
For instance, due to their cosmic powers, they envisioned numerous Sanskrit
Mantras and Vedic-Verses. They also observed a unique subtle phenomenon that
pertained to the human speech. This phenomenon is the subtle basis of the Sanskrit
grammar. Subsequently, they developed numerous gross-level rules and wrote them
on the Bhoja-Patras (paper like fine barks of a tree) to document them. The entire
compiled work is the basis and the backbone of the Indian cosmic philosophy.
Thus, it is a divine gift to the humans. Moreover, since the Rishis comprehended
the divine knowledge after observing many subtle phenomena, they termed the
Indian cosmic philosophy as Darshana. In this context, it is highlighted that the
English term ‘Observation’ is equivalent to the Sanskrit term Darshana,
The author also rediscovered the above said divine-knowledge, when his
spiritual guides blessed him with cosmic powers. The divine-knowledge pertained
to the subtle phenomena and the related subtle elements, which had vanished in the
Vedic era. To be specific, the divine-knowledge pertains to the subtle phenomena,
the subtle elements and the fundamental subtle principles of the nature. Therefore,
the divine-knowledge encompasses internal and external cosmic energy systems.
They are subtle systems, which influence ‘individual and global spiritualities’ (i.e.
the cosmic qualities of the internal and external environments respectively). Thus,
according to the Indian Darshana, the enhanced individual spirituality represents
the sound health of the living beings, while the enhanced global spirituality
represents strong ecology and the effective life supporting systems on the earth.
The re-discovery of the lost divine knowledge, regarding the subtle elements, was
possible due to the activation of his cosmic powers repeatedly as well as due to the
repeated cosmic dialogues with his spiritual guides, the astral beings. They were
great Rishis of the Vedic era. One of them (the divine Rishi-77) blessed him with
cosmic powers during 1977. It was a divine gift.
The cosmic powers of the author enabled him to observe the subtle phenomena.
Hence, this book is based on the ‘extrasensory perceptions’ of the author. After
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acquiring cosmic powers in 1977, he took about 24 years to complete his research
work in the field of spiritual evolution and to comprehend the spiritual knowledge.
He took further seven years to complete the text of this book. Moreover, the
spiritual guide had to dictate the text occasionally, because the author had many
doubts and the text lacked clarity due to omissions. Subsequently, the Rishi had to
edit the text, too, to incorporate the missing links. Thus, besides dictating the text,
he also edited it. Otherwise, the text would have confused the readers. Moreover,
the Rishi also elaborated the features and attributes of the subtle elements that
pertained to the missing links and the omissions.

The Extrasensory Perceptions of the Author
The author could commence extrasensory perceptions at his will due to his cosmic
powers. The perceptions were regarding the subtle phenomena and the subtle
elements. They pertained to the breathing system, the human speech and the subtle
energy particles (Pancha-Tatvas) of dwellings. They enabled him to envision
and comprehend some subtle secrets of the nature. Therefore, he has revealed
some important subtle secrets of the nature in this book. To be specific, this book
elaborates numerous subtle principles, phenomena and secrets related to the subtle
elements of the internal and external cosmic energy systems that pertain to internal
and external environments respectively.
According to the Indian cosmic philosophy, the gross-body of each living
being is connected to a suitable astral-body. Similarly, each dwelling on the earth
is also connected to the cosmic image of the Vaastu-Purusha, which is a unique
astral-body. Therefore, each dwelling functions as an independent entity, just like
the gross-body of a living being. It is also true regarding each globe and galaxy,
because they are also dwellings. Moreover, the internal cosmic energy system
pertains to the astral bodies of all living beings, while the external cosmic energy
system is associated with the astral bodies of the globes, including dwellings (i.e.
plots, buildings or rooms). Also, both the cosmic energy systems are also uniquely
integrated with each other at gross and subtle levels. Therefore, the quality of life
on the earth (i.e. spiritual evolution, sound health and overall happiness of all
living beings) depends on the enhanced cosmic qualities of their respective astral
bodies and that of the earth. In this context, it is highlighted that the potential level
of the inner cosmic energy of an astral-body not only represents its cosmic quality,
but it also represents its spiritual elevation. Moreover, the inner energy induces
an external energy field of influence around its related gross-body. It is a selfglowing field. Therefore, it is termed as ‘Static-Aura’. The Sanskrit term regarding
the static-aura is Sthira Aabhaa Kshetra.
In order to pay due respect to the Indian cosmic philosophy, the divine
Rishi-77 said, “The above said auspicious activities of the humans are grosslevel (physical) activities. They indirectly stimulate cosmic-energy systems and
the corresponding subtle elements at the respective subtle levels. Therefore,
they indirectly influence the effectiveness of the subtle elements. In return, the
stimulated subtle elements influence the internal and the external environments.
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For instance, despite the fact that the reforestation program is an auspicious
gross-level activity of the humans, it improves cosmic quality of the external
environment, including Praana-Vaayu, the intake of the breathing system. Thus,
the gross-level human activities indirectly influence the external cosmic energy
system to improve ecology and the effectiveness of the life supporting systems
of the earth.”
Thereafter, the divine Rishi-77 also revealed some special attributes of the
subtle elements. In this context, he further said, “The subtle elements comprise
spiritual, cosmic, semi-cosmic, semi-gross and gross objects as well as the related
processes and systems. They are common to internal and external cosmic energy
systems, including the internal and external environments. Due to this reason,
the individual and global spiritualities are uniquely integrated and influence each
other. Thus, the cosmic quality of the external environment directly and indirectly
influences the degree of spiritual evolution and health of the humans and the other
living beings.”
Therefore, in the context of the influence of the gross-level activities of the
humans over the ecology of the earth, the divine Rishi-77 further said, “The subtle
energies flow within and around the gross and astral bodies of all living beings as
well as over the surface of the earth, including dwellings. Moreover, the auspicious
activities of the humans improve the flow-patterns (i.e. quantities and potentials) of
the subtle energies that flow within the internal and external environments. In other
words, they improve the cosmic qualities of the individual and global spiritualities.
The enhanced individual-spirituality represents higher spiritual evolution, perfect
health and blissful state of mind. Therefore, it also develops a positive mindset.
In this context, it is highlighted that the optimum management of the breathing
system (Praanaayaama) and human speech (Naama-Japam) enhances individualspirituality.”
Thus, only auspicious activities of the humans can enhance the potential of
the inner cosmic energy of the astral bodies of the living beings and that of the
earth. It implies that sound health of the living beings, high spiritual elevation of
the individuals (i.e. high individual spirituality) and an enhanced cosmic quality of
the earth (i.e. high global spirituality) are integrated with each other at gross and
subtle levels.
Whenever the author wanted to observe a subtle phenomenon regarding the
human speech, he had to activate his cosmic power of vision. It was a very special
extrasensory experience. In this context, he said:
i)

Whenever he uttered a word, he used to observe a colorful subtle
phenomenon. It comprised glowing ripples of semi-cosmic colors.
Therefore, it was termed as ‘Dynamic aura’ of speech.
ii) This phenomenon comprised a set of moving, expanding and vibrating
ripples of the stimulated Samashti-Praanas. Each ripple had an oval
shape.
iii) In order to observe the ripples, he had to activate his cosmic power of
vision.
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In the context of the above, the divine Rishi-77 said, “Only the human speech
can stimulate dormant Samashti-Praanas of different potentials. The SamashtiPraanas are semi-cosmic energy particles. The Rishis of the Vedic era repeatedly
envisioned dynamic aura of speech. Subsequently, after comprehending the
subtle principles regarding the dynamic aura of speech, they developed the
Sanskrit alphabets, the Sanskrit grammar and the concept regarding Mantras,
including that of Naama-Japam. Moreover, the Sanskrit language and
the Vedas were revealed to the Rishis of the Vedic era, when they activated
their cosmic powers of vision and hearing to envision the dynamic aura of
speech.” According to the Sanskrit scriptures, too, the Vedas were revealed to
the Rishis,
In the context of the global spirituality, the spiritual guide-77 said, “The subtle
elements of the external cosmic energy system are uniquely integrated with the
cosmic quality of the earth. The enhanced cosmic quality of the earth represents
the highest quality and potency of the external environment, strong ecology and
effective life supporting systems on the earth. The rules of Vaastu-Science ensure
optimum equilibrium between the Pancha-Tatvas of dwellings. The PanchaTatvas are semi-gross energy particles. Therefore, they enhance global spirituality
(i.e. the cosmic quality) of the earth. Thus, Vaastu-Science enhances the cosmic
quality of the earth. Hence, it is a boon to the humans.” Therefore, the exotic saint
summarized the above concepts as below:
i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

v)
vi)

xviii

An optimum management of the subtle elements, which pertain to
the human speech, the breathing system and the Pancha-Tatvas of
dwellings, will ensure sound health and high spiritual elevation of the
humans.
The positive mindset, higher spiritual evolution, perfect health, etc.
of the individuals depend on the average potential of the VyashtiPraanas, the inner cosmic energy, which is stored in PraanamayaKosha of the related astral bodies.
Each Praanamaya-Kosha is a cosmic object. It stores Vyashti-Praanas
and functions like a car battery. The average potential of the VyashtiPraanas in it corresponds to the average voltage of a car battery.
Therefore, Praanamaya-Kosha is a cosmic battery.
When the average potential of the Vyashti-Praanas in the
Praanamaya-Kosha is very high, it represents very high spiritual
elevation and high cosmic quality of the inner environment of the
gross-bodies.
The breathing system and the system of speech improve the cosmic
quality of the inner environment of all living beings.
Similarly, the cosmic quality of the earth is directly influenced by
the potency and the quality of its external environment. Its potency
depends on the optimum equilibrium between the Pancha-Tatvas of
the earth, while the pollution level of the natural resources represents
its quality.
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vii) The high cosmic quality of the global environment directly influences
the quality and potency of Praana-Vaayu, the intake of inhaling
process.
Hence, the Sanskrit term Praana-Vaayu indicates that there exist gross and subtle
relationships between the internal environment of the living beings and the external
environments of the earth, including the related cosmic energy systems. Thus, this
term highlights that in order to survive, the gross-body need to inhale unpolluted
air, while the related astral body needs Praanas, the subtle energies. Moreover, the
breathing system connects the internal and the external environments as well as the
gross and the astral bodies.

A Divine Gift of the Spiritual Guides
Hence, this book is a divine gift of the spiritual masters of the Vedic era. The divineknowledge imparted in this book will generate adequate awareness in the humans
globally, regarding gross and spiritual benefits of the optimum management of
the subtle elements related to the breathing system, speech and Pancha-Tatvas of
the earth, including dwellings. These are three time tested gross-level approaches,
which improve total spirituality.

The Spiritual Guides
Maharshi Devaapi, Maharshi Maaru and an exotic saint-66 are three spiritual
guides of the author. They appeared in the human-form during the years 1977,
1982 and 1966 respectively. They are astral beings with great cosmic powers.
Hence, in this book, they are identified by the year of their appearance as divine
Rishi-77, divine Rishi-82 and exotic saint-66 respectively. They were spiritually
elevated individuals of par excellence in their previous lives. Puraanas, the
renowned Sanskrit scriptures, have highly appreciated spiritual attainments of the
divine Rishi-77 and the divine Rishi-82.
With regard to the purpose of the appearance of the spiritual guides, the divine
Rishi-77 said, “The divine Rishis are theosophical masters and protectors of this
material world. During the last century, they apprehended that the humans will
disturb the cosmic equilibrium of the earth, in the name of development, due to
their ego, greed and negative mindset. Therefore, they decided to prevent it, but
it was not possible then. In the year 1966, they got an opportunity. Therefore,
they sent the exotic saint-66 to find a suitable individual, who can be groomed for
this spiritual assignment. He found the author in 1966, because he was the best
candidate.”
In continuation of the above topic, he further said, “The inauspicious activities
of the humans disturb the semi-cosmic equilibrium between the Pancha-Tatvas of
the earth. When they disturb the semi-cosmic equilibrium beyond a certain threshold
limit, it commences a series of unprecedented natural calamities. Therefore, only
auspicious activities of the humans can prevent them and protect all living beings
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from the fury of the disturbed nature. Hence, the sole objective of grooming the
author is to generate a positive mindset in the humans globally to enable them
to commence auspicious activities. Therefore, the immediate objective of the
divine Rishi-77 now is to ensure that a book is written as early as possible, which
will become a permanent spiritual guide for the humans. Due to this reason, he is
grooming the author since 1966. He has also blessed him with cosmic powers of
vision, hearing and touch. Moreover, in order to enable him to activate his cosmic
powers effortlessly, he has connected his astral-body with an external source of
spiritual energy. It is a very powerful source of the spiritual energy that provides
extremely potent cosmic energy”
The cosmic vision power enabled the author to observe the subtle elements
and the related phenomena. Moreover, the cosmic hearing power enabled him
to communicate with the spiritual masters to seek clarifications to comprehend
the cosmic philosophy, the Indian Darshana, regarding the subtle elements. The
Indian Darshana pertains to subtle objects, processes and systems, including the
related fundamental subtle principles. In this manner, his spiritual guides imparted
divine knowledge to him. Moreover, his cosmic vision power and mind-to-mind
cosmic communications with his spiritual guides enabled him to complete the
divine treatise. Hence, this book is a divine gift of his spiritual guides and a boon
for the mankind.

The Sanskrit Terms simplified the Subject related to the
‘Subtle-Elements’
The spiritual guides of the author revealed and explained numerous subtle
phenomena and the related fundamental subtle principles with the help of the
Sanskrit terms. These terms hide subtle secrets of the nature. They are part and
parcel of the Indian cosmic philosophy (i.e. the Indian Darshana); because they
were either envisioned or developed by the great Rishis of the Vedic era. They also
enabled them to comprehend or explain numerous subtle aspects of the divineknowledge. Due to this reason, numerous Sanskrit terms that pertain to the subtle
elements as well as the internal and external cosmic energy systems have been
used in this book. In fact, the Sanskrit terms simplified the most intricate subject
regarding the subtle elements. Hence, the Sanskrit language is a great boon to the
human race.
The Sanskrit terms, which hide subtle secrets of the nature, are being referred to
as ‘Technical terms’ in this book. For example, Pancha-Tatvas, Samashti-Praanas
and Vyashti-Praanas are technical ‘Sanskrit-terms’ regarding the subtle energies,
while Sookshma-Shareera and Praanamaya-Kosha are technical terms regarding
the astral-body and the cosmic battery respectively. They are very important subtle
elements and integral parts of the internal and external cosmic energy systems.
Moreover, all technical terms, which have been used in this book, are scientifically
defined and elaborated. For example, chanting of a potent Mantra greatly enhances
the average potential of the inner cosmic energy of an aspirant, because Mantras
comprise divine words, which comprise divine-alphabets. Moreover, the Sanskrit
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vowels and semi-consonants (i.e. V, R, N, M, etc.) are termed as divine-alphabets,
because when they are uttered, they fill the Praanamaya-Kosha with potent cosmic
energy. The cosmic energy is the cosmic food of an astral body, the cosmic vehicle
of the soul, because it provides cosmic energy to it.

What is Dynamic Aura of Speech?
A word comprises different alphabets. Therefore, when a word is spoken, it
activates dormant Samashti-Praanas of different potentials corresponding to the
spoken alphabets. Consequently, they move out of the cosmic voids in the form of
three dimensional ripples. Each ripple comprises a cluster of semi-cosmic energy
particles, i.e. Samashti-Praanas, of a specific potential. Therefore, it glows with a
specific color, because it corresponds to Samashti-Praanas of a specific potential.
To be specific, each spoken word generates a set of self-illuminated balloon-like
ripples of semi-cosmic colors. They produce ripples of the specific semi-cosmic
colors corresponding to their potentials. For example, the spoken words ‘Raama’
and ‘Shiva’ generate semi-cosmic ripples of different colors corresponding to
the spoken alphabets. This phenomenon is termed as dynamic aura of speech.
Subsequently, the internal cosmic energy system transforms them into VyashtiPraanas, the inner cosmic-energy, of the corresponding potentials. This energy
is immediately stored in the Praanaamaya-Kosha, the cosmic battery. Therefore,
it improves the average potential of the inner energy. Thus, speech is a grosscum-subtle phenomenon. It produces ‘Dynamic aura’, which enhances the average
potential of the inner cosmic-energy of the Praanamaya-Kosha. Therefore, when
divine words are spoken, they activate Samashti-Praanas of very high potentials.
This is the secret of the potency of Mantras.

The Sanskrit Term Varna-Maalaa hides a Subtle Secret
regarding the Dynamic Aura of Speech
In the context of the above, the spiritual guides further clarified that in order to
give a scientific name to the ‘Tables of Sanskrit alphabets’, the great Rishis of
the Vedic era developed a very special Sanskrit term Varna-Maalaa. The Sanskrit
terms Varna and Maalaa pertain to ‘color’ and ‘garland’ respectively. Therefore, a
literal meaning of Varna-Maalaa is ‘garland of colors’. In other words, these two
terms hide the secret of dynamic aura of speech, which is a semi-cosmic product
of the human speech. Subsequently, this knowledge enabled the Rishis to develop
the rules regarding the Sanskrit grammar and Mantras. Accordingly, they also
developed numerous Mantras on the basis of the dynamic aura of speech.

Greenhouse Effect adversely affects Agni-Tatva of the Earth
According to the author, at present, the humans are excessively exploiting the
natural resources and polluting the global environment. For example, they are
mining extensively, burning a colossal amount of fossil fuels and destroying forest
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cover on the earth. These are inauspicious activities of the humans due to their
greed. Thus, they are exponentially increasing the pollution level globally and
causing excessive warming up of the atmosphere. In other words, they are indirectly
disturbing the semi-cosmic (subtle) equilibrium between the Pancha-Tatvas of the
earth. It will adversely affect cosmic quality of the global environment.
In order to maintain an optimum equilibrium between the Pancha-Tatvas of
the earth, the nature uses them as semi-gross raw materials to procreate gross
objects. But the inauspicious activities of the humans are disturbing the semicosmic equilibrium between them. Therefore, in order to caution them, the saint
divine-77 said, “Agni-Tatva (i.e. Fire-Tatva) of the earth is a micro-level subtle
entity. It influences the average temperature of the global environment. It can be
easily disturbed. Subsequently, it disturbs the semi-cosmic equilibrium between
the remaining four Tatvas. For example, a disturbed Agni-Tatva gradually disturbs
Jala-Tatva (Water-Tatva) of the earth. Since water is in abundance on the earth,
the disturbed Jala-Tatva will have far reaching harmful effects. For instance, the
disturbed state of Jala-Tatva will cause untold sufferings due to undue climate
changes and water related natural calamities in the near future.”

Let us listen to the Warning Signals of the Nature and obey
the Rules of Vaastu-Science
In the context of the Agni-Tatva, the nature has already commenced sending strong
early warning signals. Its live example is the fast depletion of the ice-cover at the
poles and mountains due to the greenhouse effect, because the warm environment
has already commenced affecting Jala-Tatva in terms of the changing snowfall
patterns, tsunamis and tornados, etc. Moreover, since the pace of extinction of
many species on the earth has started gathering momentum, it is another serious
warning signal from the nature. These incidences convey a subtle message that
the humans will also face the same fate in the near future, if they fail to stop the
inauspicious activities. Now the time is running out fast.
Hence, in order to enhance the cosmic-quality of the earth and mitigate greenhouse
effect, appropriate corrective and preventive actions at the global scale are urgently
required today. For instance, it is possible to mitigate the greenhouse effect through
appropriate green-growth technologies. They need to be developed on a holistic
approach according to the laws of the nature. Therefore, an appropriate awareness
regarding the Indian cosmic philosophy that pertains to the subtle elements of total
spirituality, will not only prompt them to wake up to the repeated warning signals of
the nature, but it will also convince them to take appropriate preventive and corrective
actions quickly. They will ultimately enhance the cosmic quality of the earth.

The Cosmic Significance of unpolluted Natural Resources
and Trees
In the context of cosmic quality of the earth, it is cautioned that there exists
a strong relationship between density of forest-cover on the earth, unpolluted
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natural resources and high cosmic quality of the external environment. This
relationship determines the degree of the quality of life on the earth. For
instance, plants and trees not only consume carbon-dioxide and methane gases
(the greenhouse gases) from the atmosphere, but also they release SamashtiPraanas that are inhaled by all living beings for their survival. Moreover,
the unpolluted natural resources and a dense forest-cover improve cosmic
equilibrium between Pancha-Tatvas of the earth. A high degree of equilibrium
between Pancha-Tatvas of the earth not only enhances quality and potency of
the external environment, but it also exerts significant positive influence over
the mindset, quality of life, health and spiritual evolution of the humans, besides
mitigating greenhouse effect.

The Significance of Brahma-Mahoort
The Sanskrit term Brahma-Mahoort represents a specific period prior to the
sunrise, when the cosmic quality of a place is at peak. Due to this reason, the
auspicious activities, which pertain to Praanaayaama, yoga, meditation and
Japam during the Brahma-Mahoort, have a great spiritual significance. Although
these are gross-cum-subtle activities, yet they ensure high spiritual evolution of the
doer. Consequently, these activities change negative mindset into a positive one,
because the positive mindset is an expression of high spiritual elevation.

The Significance of Positive Mindset
The positive mindset promotes virtues like compassion, selfless service, charity,
love, etc. Therefore, the total non-violence and a positive mindset are complementary
to each other. On the contrary, the negative mindset promotes vices like ego, greed,
hatred, violence, etc. Therefore, it is the real cause of all sufferings in the world.
For example, undue exploitation the natural bounties, excessive pollution of the
global environment and mindless deforestation programs are the gravest acts of
violence against the nature. These are awful expressions of the negative mindset of
the humans of the present era. Hence, in order to create a positive mindset within
them and to ensure total non-violence globally, an awareness program needs to be
commenced immediately at a global scale. It will not only ensure their auspicious
activities globally, but it will also fulfill the divine objective of this book. Therefore,
while reading this book, the readers must keep these requirements in mind.

Important Topics
The topics covered in this book adequately highlight many subtle secrets related
to the subtle elements of the internal and external cosmic energy systems, which
directly influence the cosmic quality of the internal and the external environments.
Various chapters of this book broadly cover the following aspects that pertain to
total spirituality (i.e. individual spirituality and global spirituality), the cosmic
quality of the internal and the external environments:
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i)

The cosmic powers and extrasensory perceptions of the author,
including his startling predictions; (They were based on his cosmic
powers.)
ii) Divine encounters with the astral beings, the spiritual guides of the
author, and mind-to-mind cosmic dialogues with them;
iii) The spiritual significance and gross benefits of Praanaayaama, Japam
and Vaastu-Science;
iv) A special focus on the Sanskrit terms such as Samashti-Praanas,
Vyashti-Praanas, Praana-Tatva and Praanika-Energy; (These are
very important subtle energies.)
v) The spiritual significance of the divine-links (i.e. Chakras, cosmicchords and Kundalini);
(The Chakras are psychic energy centers. The cosmic-chords
connect gross and astral bodies as well as transform Samashti-Praanas
into Vyashti-Praanas. The Kundalini generates vital life forces.)
vi) The spiritual significance of different kinds of auras, including the
static and dynamic auras;
vii) The gross and spiritual significance of plants and trees, including the
spiritual significance of dynamic aura of leaves;
viii)The semi-cosmic colors of the dynamic aura of the human speech
and their contribution in development of the potent Mantras and the
Sanskrit grammar;
ix) A glimpse of gross and subtle relationship between Pancha-Tatvas,
Vaastu-Science, Vaastu-Purusha and cosmic quality of the external
environment of the earth;
x) The concepts regarding cosmic dance of procreation, including
Vibhootis, the cosmic dancers (For instance, the concept regarding
‘pair of opposites’ involves Pancha-Tanmaatraas, Pancha-MahaaBhootas, Praana-Tatva, etc. They are spiritual, cosmic and semicosmic objects respectively. They are cosmic dancers.)
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FOREWORD

This book is a divine treatise. It is a divine gift from the spiritual guides of the author,
because it is regarding the subtle-elements of the internal and external cosmic energy
systems. These systems manage procreative and destructive activities in the cosmos
and influence the cosmic quality of the earth. These guides are astral beings and
theosophical masters of the cosmos. They were great Rishis of the ancient India.
Each of them was a spiritual master of par excellence in his previous human life.
Hence, no foreword from any human being will do justice to this treatise. Therefore,
the views and blessings of Maharshi Devaapi are being treated as ‘foreword’ to this
book. In this context, the saint divine-77, the spiritual guide of the author, said, “The
divine knowledge imparted in this book will efface ignorance and generate true
awareness regarding the subtle elements of the internal and external cosmic energy
systems; auspicious activities of the humans; sound health and spiritual evolution
of the living beings; enhanced the cosmic quality of the earth, including dwellings;
etc. Consequently, the auspicious activities of the humans will improve the cosmic
quality of the earth and ensure the high quality of life. Therefore, it will benefit the
earth and the living beings. Moreover, the enhanced spiritual elevation will develop
virtuous qualities and a positive mindset; ensure perfect health (the sound health of
body, mind and soul); enhance the status of the soul and brings enlightenment; etc.
It will ultimately lead to self-realization and a blissful state of mind.”
Shri Ashok Kumar Datta is the author of this book. It is a divine treatise,
because it reveals and elaborates important aspects of the divine knowledge. It
mainly pertains to the subtle elements of the internal and external cosmic energy
systems, which encompass individual and global spiritualities respectively. Due
to this awareness, the humans will develop a positive mindset. Therefore, it will
enable them to enhance cosmic quality of the earth that will strengthen the ecology
and life supporting systems on the earth. Consequently, it will ensure high spiritual
elevation and perfect health of the living beings due to high quality of life on the
earth. It will also mitigate industrial pollution and global warming. Hence, the sole
purpose of this book is to generate an optimum awareness regarding the subtle
elements. It will also provide convincing answers to many unresolved riddles that
are centuries old.
In fact, the enhanced spiritual elevation and perfect health of the humans as
well as high cosmic quality of the earth are uniquely integrated at gross, cosmic and
spiritual levels. They are also interdependent. Therefore, an adequate awareness,
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regarding a hidden relationship between the auspicious activities the humans and
the subtle elements, will benefit them and the earth. These activities pertain to
three gross-level approaches, i.e. breathing system, speech and Pancha-Tatvas.
For instance, these approaches will enable them to manage subtle elements of the
internal and external cosmic energy system in an optimum manner. Therefore,
it will enhance the spiritual elevation of the living beings and cosmic quality of
the earth, including dwellings. Moreover, these approaches are not only uniquely
integrated at the subtle levels, but they also support each other at the gross-level.
Therefore, they directly or indirectly improve the status of the soul. An appreciably
enhanced status of a soul enables a Yogi to attain a blissful state of mind. A spiritual
master attains ‘self-realization’ during this state only. It helps him shunning undue
worldly attachments and making the mind inward looking to seek enlightenment
and inner essence (the embodiments of bliss) of the real being, the soul.
The sole objective of this book is to generate a true awareness in the humans
regarding the benefits of the enhanced spiritual elevation and the related auspicious
activities. This treatise defines, proves and/ or highlights attributes and significance
of the subtle objects, processes and systems. It also reveals the corresponding subtle
phenomenon and the related fundamental subtle principles. The author has adopted
a scientific approach in this regard. Therefore, this book provides a scientific face
to the Indian cosmic philosophy, the Indian Darshana. Due to this reason, it will
generate a great respect regarding the Indian cosmic philosophy, including VaastuScience, in the minds of modern scientists and intellectuals.
The Indian cosmic philosophy is part and parcel of the divine knowledge. It
pertains to the subtle elements of the internal and external cosmic energy systems
of the living beings and the earth respectively. Therefore, it will enable the humans
to enhance total spirituality (i.e. individual and global spiritualities). The subtle
elements are common to both the spiritualities and the related cosmic energy
systems. They comprise cosmic, semi-cosmic and semi-gross objects as well as the
related processes and systems. Moreover, they are uniquely associated with three
auspicious activities of the humans that pertain to the breathing system, speech and
the Pancha-Tatvas. Therefore, they enhance the spiritual elevation of the living
beings and cosmic quality of the earth. For instance, high quality and potency of
the external environment always ensure high spiritual elevation and sound health
of the living beings. Therefore, they will also ensure continuous spiritual evolution
and perfect health of the humans.
The Rishis of the Vedic era were sages, spiritual masters and environmental
scientists of par excellence. Therefore, they knew that plants and trees protect life
sustaining systems on the earth; ensure sound health of all living beings; support
spiritual evolution; etc. On the contrary, ego, greed and violence are the greatest
enemies of the natural resources and ecology of the earth. These vices are the
real causes of all sufferings in the world. Therefore, in order to protect the natural
resources, they gifted the concept of worshipping them as deities. Therefore,
the people in India still worship trees, animals, rivers, mountains, etc. with due
respect and care. This concept protects a deity from the onslaught of exponentially
increasing ego and greed in the humans.
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The Rishis acquired cosmic powers and divine knowledge in a natural
manner due to their high spiritual elevation. These powers enabled them
to envision subtle phenomena of the nature to comprehend subtle aspects of
the divine knowledge. They pertain to the fundamental subtle principles and
subtle elements of the total spirituality. On the other hand, the acquired divine
knowledge enabled them to develop numerous Sanskrit terms to explain subtle
aspects of the cosmos and subtle elements. Subsequently, they also developed
numerous applicable gross-rules to benefit the humans. However, the above said
divine knowledge, regarding the subtle phenomena, the subtle elements and the
related fundamental subtle principles, was lost in the depth of time along with
the Rishis of the Vedic era.
During 1977, Maharshi Devaapi blessed the author with cosmic powers of
vision, hearing and touch, because he was selected for a great divine cause. These
powers enabled him to observe and comprehend subtle phenomena, including
subtle elements. Due to this awareness, he was able to rediscover the related
fundamental subtle principles. Moreover, in order to enable him to activate his
cosmic powers effortlessly and repeatedly, the spiritual guide also connected
his astral-body to an external source of powerful spiritual energy. Thereafter, he
took almost 24 years to comprehend the divine knowledge regarding the subtle
elements of total spirituality and took further seven years to complete this treatise.
Moreover, it will also provide convincing answers to the unsolved centuries old
riddles. Some of the important riddles are as below:
i) What is a scientific definition of the phrase ‘spiritual elevation’?
ii) What are gross and subtle elements of the total spirituality and what is
their significance?
iii) What is the scientific definition and purpose of Mantras or NaamaJapam? Does it enhance ‘status of the souls’ of the chanters? What is
the meaning of ‘status of souls’? Does it involve both gross and subtle
systems? If, yes, what is their significance in spiritual evolution? Why
AUM is chanted before chanting a Mantra?
iv) What is the underlying principle regarding the row-column matrix
arrangement of the Sanskrit alphabets in Varna-Maalaa, a twin-table
of the Sanskrit alphabets? What is the basis of Sandhi rules? Whether
they have a scientific basis? Do the rules of the Sanskrit grammar
and Sandhi-Vichheda as well as the tables of Varna-Maalaa and
Vibhaktis involve a common subtle phenomenon? If, yes, what is this
phenomenon?
v) What is the real purpose of the breathing system and what is its
significance? Is it related to inhaling of only atmospheric air from the
external environment or it is something else? Is it also the requirement
of each astral-body?
vi) What is the significance of the Bramah-Mahoort and Praanaayaama,
including their interrelationships with regard to spiritual evolution and
sound health?
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vii) Is Vaastu-Science, the science of making auspicious dwellings, a myth
or a science? If, it is a science, what is the real scientific basis regarding
the directions of slopes in the plots, the shapes of the plots, flow-pattern
of different kinds of subtle energies that flow within dwellings, etc.?
What is the significance of the active regions within a dwelling? Do
the rules of the Vaastu-Science need any serious modification, if the
dwellings are situated in the southern hemisphere? What is the subtle
significance of 30 degree latitude in Vaastu-Science?
viii)What is Vaastu-Purusha and why does He keep His head close to
the Northeast corner-region of N-dwellings? The dwellings that are
situated in the northern hemisphere are termed as N-dwellings.
ix) Why the Indians do Parikramaa (i.e. go around an object in a circle)
of deity in clockwise direction? Why do temples have pyramid roofs?
Why have ancient temples been constructed at high altitudes and near
water bodies? What is their significance?
x) Do the Sanskrit terms and phrases hide subtle phenomena of the nature?
If, yes, what are those subtle phenomena and the related fundamental
subtle principles? What is their significance in spiritual evolution?
The Sanskrit terms, which pertain to the subtle elements and the related phenomena,
have been scientifically defined and logically explained with illustrations in this
book. For instance, a dynamic aura of speech comprises a set of self-illuminated
balloon-like ripples. Each ripple has an oval-shape and expands as it propagates.
Also, each ripple comprises a set of Samashti-Praanas of same potential. They
are semi-cosmic energy particles of different potentials. The subtle-ripples are
generated due to speech (i.e. spoken alphabets). Subsequently, they are transformed
into the inner cosmic energy, which is a cosmic-food of the astral bodies. Hence,
it is a subtle phenomenon. Moreover, all rules of the Sanskrit grammar have also
been developed on the bases of the above said phenomenon of the dynamic aura
of the human speech. On the other hand, the rules of Vaastu-Science are based on
the fundamental subtle principles that pertain to the static-cum-dynamic aura of
the cosmic image of Vaastu-Purusha in each dwelling. Each Vaastu-Purusha is
the Lord of a cosmos. His cosmic image within each dwelling represents Him.
Therefore, the divine knowledge imparted in this book is universal in nature. To
be specific, it is universally valid and applicable to every living being. Hence, this
knowledge is not confined to any religion, faith or sect.
In order to improve the global spirituality, a spiritual movement on a global
scale needs to be commenced immediately. Its success will depend on the effective
participation of the volunteers from all walks of life and the nations. The volunteers
from the affluent class of people must play a lead role with full commitment, deep
concern and concerted efforts. They should not only provide financial support for
the movement, but also they need to effectively involve the common people of
all nations. Moreover, the effectiveness of the spiritual movement is impossible
without the optimum awareness regarding the divine knowledge, because only this
awareness can sustain auspicious activities, which ensure high global spirituality,
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non-violence and world peace. For instance, in order to protect the environment
of the earth from the onslaught of the greenhouse effect, the people of each
nation must take appropriate corrective and preventive actions in this regard
immediately. Therefore, the people of all nations must be made aware that only
auspicious activities of the humans can ensure high global spirituality, total nonviolence and one universal family of the living beings. Also, only this awareness
can save them from total inhalation from the face of the earth in future. Moreover,
since this book provides divine knowledge regarding the subtle elements of total
spirituality in a scientific manner in the grossest terms, its significance must never
be underestimated.
The proposed spiritual movement is an integral part of the global spirituality.
Therefore, it needs to become the greatest global movement today without any
delay. In order to ensure continuous improvement of the global spirituality,
voluntary and effective participation of every person is essential and it is his moral,
social and spiritual duty. Since the political leaders, industrialists and affluent in
particular are the main beneficiaries of the natural bounties, they need to seriously
realize this necessity for their own sake. Therefore, they must raise and/ or provide
enough funds and ensure effective participation of the local population, which
have limited means. Only this approach can commence and sustain the proposed
spiritual movement globally. Although it is a great challenge, yet it is an immediate
SOS requirement today. It will keep colossally harmful natural calamities at bay
in the future.
Therefore, the readers must read this book with due concern and resolve to
promote the above said spiritual movement locally and globally. It has been termed
as a ‘Green Earth Revolution (GER)’. It will promote all auspicious activities, which
can commence and sustain reforestation programs globally, including development
of green-growth technologies to mitigate industrial pollution effectively. Although
the success of this revolution will depend on the effective participation of one and
all, yet the total non-violence and mutual trust are essential preconditions for the
success of the above said spiritual revolution.
DEVAAPI
(The spiritual guide of the author)
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The author is a graduate mechanical engineer (1965) from Aligarh Muslim
University. He worked in M/s National Industrial Development Corporation
(NIDC), New Delhi, a government undertaking as well as in M/s Bharat Heavy
Electrical Limited (BHEL), New Delhi.
In M/s NIDC, he was involved in the design and engineering of industrial
piping systems and pressure vessels of chemical plants as well as bulk material
handling systems of collieries and iron ore projects in India.
In BHEL he was involved in the design and engineering of coal handling
and ash handling systems for thermal power plants. As a secretary of the
standing committee, BHEL, he conducted many studies at power plant sites and
suggested numerous modifications in these systems. Besides standardization
of numerous specifications regarding different systems and equipments of
thermal power plants, he also coordinated generation of many design documents
regarding different systems of thermal power projects. In this endeavor he also
acquired adequate knowledge regarding ‘electronics and computer science’.
Subsequently, it helped him to comprehend the fundamental subtle principles
of the subtle phenomenon. Subsequently, he was also involved in ‘engineering
management’ and ‘project management’ of power projects in India as well as
‘quality management’ of power project sites. Confederation of Indian Industry
(CII) trained and accredited him as a TQM-Assessor. TQM pertains to ‘total
quality management’. He was not only involved in TQ-Assessments of BHEL
industries, but he also imparted training on TQM and ISO-9000 to executives of
M/s BHEL and the state electricity boards.
Due to scientific background, the author has tried to explain the subtle
subject in a scientific manner in his book to enable the readers to arrive at logical
conclusions. In this context, it is mentioned below:
i)
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Although it is difficult to convince the modern scientists and nonbelievers, regarding the existence of cosmic bodies and different
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forms of semi-cosmic energies, yet their existence can never be ruled
out due to the limitations of human senses and gross instruments.
ii) The author firmly believes that this book will provide enough thought
provoking material, which will enable the individuals to lead a healthy,
spiritual and happy life.
ASHOK KUMAR DATTA
(AUTHOR)
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EXCERPTS

A. BOOK: ‘SCIENTIFIC SECRETS OF JAINISM’
The author had exchanged his experiences pertaining to his extra-sensory
perceptions with some reverend Jain monks including Munishri Nandighoshvijayji
Gani at Ahmedabad in 1995. He is a scientist and author of many books, including
‘Scientific Secrets of Jainism’. In this book, he included an exclusive chapter
regarding extrasensory perceptions of the author. Its title is ‘Jainistic and Scientific
Analysis of Extrasensory Perceptions of Sri Ashok Kumar Dutt’. Some excerpts
from this book have been quoted here.
(Page-24, para-3, line-8)
Articles regarding the extra-sensory perceptions of Sri Ashok Kumar
Dutt and their analysis may probably open the doors to new research
works.
(Page-73, para-1, line-4)
With extra-sensory perceptions, he is able to see the colors of sound.
(Page-84, para-1, line-6)
And the extra-sensory perception of Sri Ashok Kumar Dutt also proves
that sound is in the form of particles.
(Page-84, para-1, line-8)
As I went on reading Sri Dutt’s article on his extra-sensory perceptions,
my faith in Jain Philosophy became stronger and stronger.
(Page-86, para-2, line-1)
Therefore, the power of direct experience of the color of sound attained
by Sri Ashok Kumar Dutt, must be some special type of labdhi.
(Page-80, para-2, line-1)
Though Sri Dutt is not a Jain, he seems to follow the contentions of
Jain philosophy. On one hand, this fact justifies the Jain contentions and
on the other hand, his extra-sensory perceptions being true, convince the
Jain community. Of course, an extensive analysis as well as classification
and research of his experiences, seems to be necessary and his experiences
and similar experiences of others may open a new field of research.
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(Page-80, para-3, line-1)
One of his extra-sensory perceptions wonderfully reflects the Jain
philosophy of karma. He says that particles are encompassed in the armor
of energy i.e. bio-electromagnetic field. The subtle body absorbed them as
food. It is necessary to analyze this statement of the gross as well as subtle
view points.
(Page-73, para-2, line-1)
When someone spoke, Sri Ashok Kumar Dutt saw a mass of
variously glittering colorful particles. Besides, he saw various kinds of
colored particles emerging from living and non-living objects. Also, he
sometimes saw living objects absorbing colored energy particles from
the surrounding atmosphere. In his article ‘The Secrets of the Alphabets
and the incantation-sound’ in the October-December, 1992 issue of ‘The
Farbus Quarterly’, he has narrated some of his experiences about sound. I
was very much delighted to read that article. His experiences are much in
keeping with the Jain view of reality.
(Page-78, para-1 and 2, line-1)
Sri Dutt says that between non-living and living things, there is an
intermediate state of things. The non-living body after the death; flowers
and leaves fallen from trees and plants; etc. belong to this state. They first
emit blue, then yellow and then red particles and then they decay.
Regarding food of monks and nuns of the Svetambar idolatrous sect, there
is a rule that they can accept ripe fruits, etc. after 48 minutes after they have
been cut and juice has been extracted from them. Sri Dutt’s experiences
described above reveal the secret of this rule.
(Page-79, para-1, line-1)
Of course, this is an inference based on the extra-sensory perceptions
of Sri Dutt and it is in keeping with the contention of Jain philosophy and
it is probably nearer to truth. We should not, therefore, underestimate it.

B. THE PSYCHIC SPECTRUM (1990)
The members of ‘The Psychical Research Society (Regd.), New Delhi,’ gathered
feedbacks from author’s colleagues and others regarding his extrasensory
perceptions and startling predictions during 1982. After verifications and being
convinced, they arranged his lectures in New Delhi, during 1983 and subsequently.
In 1990, they also requested him to give an article for their souvenir, ‘The Psychic
Spectrum (July 15, 1990)’. The title of the article was ‘Mystery Behind VarnaMaalaa and Naam-Jaap’, i.e. the subtle secrets regarding the Dynamic aura of
speech and Naama-Japam (chanting of a divine word, the Mantra). The views of
‘Editorial Board’ are quoted below:
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MYSTRY BEHIND VARNA-MALA AND NAAM JAAP
(This is only a brief summary of the accompanying paper in Hindi)
Any sound uttered by a human mouth - is it accompanied by colored
light particles? To his own surprise Shri A.K. Datta found this to be the
case. Only this time he did not disbelieve his own sight as he had done
previously, when he started getting visions of events yet to occur in his/
other’s lives. He saw a hidden purpose which was to be fulfilled through
his ‘getting’ this psychical power and set about to closely investigate,
record and analyze the findings. After a strenuous exercise he concluded
as follows:
1. Every sound is accompanied by emission of light particles of a unique
color shade, spread (scatter) or the light particles, as well as the
brightness (illumination level of particles).
2. Arrangement of Indian Varna-Maalaa is not merely a haphazard
grouping of different consonants and vowels. There is an order hidden
in the arrangement that is not visible to an ordinary sight. Perhaps the
sages of the past did have clairvoyant sight to enable them to decide
this order!
3. The rules regarding Sandhi and Viccchheda pertain to the Sanskrit
grammar. They either combine two words into a single long-word or
break a long-word into two words. They are highly systematic and
logical. Although these rules appear arbitrary at rational and logical
level, yet they do have an empirical basis. They matched with the
extrasensory observations of the author in this regard.
4. A well known Indian system of ‘Naama Jaap’ has helped many as
aspirant on the way of spiritual development. In it, certain sacred
syllables (of even complete mantras) are repeated again and again.
Now, what this simple, un-complicated gross action, has to do with
subtle, spiritual development? This connection cannot be grasped
with gross logic. Author saw that most of sacred syllables emit blue
and white light particles, which have high ‘energy’ level and that they
somehow interact with the subtle bodies of one who performs the
Japam so as to increase their ‘Auras’. These particles are tonic for the
health of the subtle bodies and evolution of the soul.
Author found the difficulty of narrating his experiences. Similarly
listeners had difficulty in first understanding and then believing in author’s
experiences. When he received an invitation to speak on the subject of
‘The Psychical Research Society’, he gladly accepted it thinking he will
be helping the cause of understanding the logic behind the practice of
‘Japam’. The speech was very well received. Many queries were raised
and answered. Accompanying paper in Hindi covers all discussion that
followed on the subject.
xxxiv
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VIBHOOTIS, THE COSMIC DANCERS

Vibhootis are spiritual, cosmic and semi-cosmic entities. They actively participate
along with corresponding co-dancers partners in respective dances. Each dance
is a dance of procreation. The fundamental Vibhootis are Pancha-Tanmaatraas,
Mahat-Tatva, Ahamkaara and Pancha-Mahaa-Bhootas. The spiritual dance of
Shiva and Shakti as well as the cosmic dance of Vaastu-Purusha and the CosmicEnergy procreate fundamental Vibhootis.
Moreover, Samashti-Praanas, Praana-Tatva and Praanika-Energy are
semi-cosmic energy outputs of cosmic dances of the fundamental Vibhootis and
Pancha-Tatvas are semi-gross energy outputs of semi-cosmic dances of semicosmic Vibhootis. It is impossible for the human mind to comprehend or explain
the concepts regarding Vibootis, including prime pairs of opposites as partners of
spiritual dance. Hence, even the spiritual guides of the author repeatedly uttered
Neti-Neti-Neti in this regard.

The spiritual Dance is a dance of the Prime Pair of
Opposites (i.e. Shiva and Shakti) (Fig #10)
With regard to the spiritual dance, the saint divine-77 said, “The inner spiritual
energy of the supreme spirit (the Lord Shiva) is known as Aadi-Shakti. It dwells
within Him. Therefore, ‘It’ commences an inner spiritual dance within Him. It is
the fundamental and a perennial dance of Lord Shiva and Aadi-Shakti.
The inner spiritual dance induces an external field of influence. It is known
as the first level dance-stage. It is a spiritual stage, because it comprises spiritual
energy, but it is an external spiritual energy. It is known as His Shakti, because all
procreative activities commence within this field due to it. In order to commence
an external spiritual dance, the Lord Shiva assumes in an active form. It is His
spiritual image.
His Shakti and His spiritual image commence an external spiritual dance to
start procreative activities. It is a primordial dance. It is staged in the center of the
spiritual stage. Consequently, countless spiritual entities (objects) such as souls,
causal bodies, Vaastu-Purushas, etc. are procreated during this dance. For instance,
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a causal-body is a spiritual vehicle that carries a soul in the spiritual (causal) world
and beyond. Also, each Vaastu-Purusha is a spiritual image of the supreme spirit.
Thus, the supreme spirit procreates countless spiritual images.

The cosmic and semi-cosmic Co-Dance Partners
Moreover, a cosmic dance is the subset of the spiritual dance. The spiritual dance
is the fundamental cause of the universe and each cosmic dance is the fundamental
cause of a cosmos. The supreme spirit creates His countless spiritual images during
the spiritual dance of Shiva-Shakti. Each image represents Him and it is termed as
a Vaastu-Purusha. Each Vaastu-Purusha is the Lord-superior of a cosmos, but He
represents the Lord Shiva.
The inner energy of each Vaastu-Purusha is His co-dance partner. Both are
spiritual entities. His inner spiritual energy induces an external field of influence
around Him within the spiritual stage. It is induced during His spiritual dance. It is
also termed as a spiritual dance, because Vaastu-Purusha is a spiritual entity and
He dances at a specific spot within the spiritual stage.
Initially, during the spiritual dance of a Vaastu-Purusha, a minute external field
of influence of spiritual energy is induced around Him due to His inner spiritual
energy. But as soon as it is induced, the external spiritual energy manifests into
cosmic energy, which expands and creates a new field around Him. It is termed as
a cosmos and it is a very large field of influence around Him.
Thus, each cosmos comprises cosmic energy. Moreover, the cosmic energy
of this field is termed as Vyashti-Praanas. Due to this reason, His inner spiritual
energy is also termed as Vyashti-Praanas, because it manifests into the cosmic
energy that procreates a cosmos. Therefore, His co-dance partner is also termed
as Vyashti-Praanas and the dance of each Vaastu-Purusha is termed as a cosmic
dance. Thus, each field of cosmic energy is a sub-dancing stage and it is a part
and parcel of the spiritual stage. Therefore, a Vaastu-Purusha and related VyashtiPraanas are termed as pairs of opposites and co-dance partners of the lower order.”
To be specific, the dance of Shiva-Shakti procreates His countless images in the
spiritual stage. Thereafter, countless Vaastu-Purushas along with their respective
co-partners commence cosmic dances together, as pairs of opposites. Hence, the
universe comprises countless cosmoses.

Three Levels of Dancing Stages (Fig #10)
According to the saint divine-77, there are three levels of dance-stages. In other words,
these are three domains of procreative activities. In this context, he further said:
i)
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The spiritual dance of Shiva-Shakti takes place in the center of a
spiritual stage. It is an initial dance of a prime dancing pair, i.e.
the supreme spirit (Shiva) and His co-dance partner (Shakti), the
spiritual energy. During this dance, countless Vaastu-Purushas are
procreated, as cosmic images of the supreme spirit.
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ii)

A cosmic dance takes place on a cosmic-stage. It is a second level
dance, because a dancing-pair of each Vaastu-Purusha and His
co-dance partner, i.e. Vyashti-Praanas, represents a second level
dancing pairs. Therefore, a cosmic stage is also termed as a second
level dance-stage.
-

iii)
iv)

There are as many cosmic stages as the number of VaastuPurushas and they are dance around Shiva-Shakti at the
periphery of the spiritual stage.
The cosmic dance procreates countless Vibhootis. They are cosmic
entities with unique qualities, attributes and subtle features.

Each cosmic dance is followed by countless dances of cosmic
Vibhootis. They are third level dances. They take place around the
second level dancing pair, at the periphery of the cosmic stage.
Thus, a spiritual stage is the prime dancing stage. It is a level-1
stage. A cosmic stage is a sub-dancing stage of the spiritual stage.
It is a level-2 stage. Subsequent stages are sub-cosmic stages of the
cosmic-stage. They are semi-cosmic and semi-gross stages. They
are termed as level-3 stages.

Level-3 Stage is a sub-cosmic Dancing-Platform for Vibhootis
Pancha-Tanmaatraas, Mahat-Tatva and Ahamkaara are spiritual Vibhootis. They
dance (function); within the induced field of spiritual energy, around a spiritual
dancing pair of Vaastu-Purusha and Vyashti-Praanas, the inner spiritual energy.
It is a second level prime ‘pair of opposites’. On the other hand, Pancha-MahaaBhootas are cosmic entities. Therefore, they dance (function) around the prime
‘pair of opposites’ within the cosmic field of influence.
Besides the spiritual and cosmic dances, there are countless sub-cosmic dances.
The dances of sub-cosmic Vibhootis are termed as sub-cosmic dances. They commence
and sustain subsequent procreative activities. For instance, in order to procreate a
material world, the cosmic and semi-cosmic dances of the cosmic and semi-cosmic
Vibhootis procreate semi-cosmic and semi-gross objects in the form of particles
respectively. Thus, the semi-cosmic and semi-gross outputs of the cosmic and semicosmic dances of the cosmic and semi-cosmic Vibhootis are different kinds. They
are semi-cosmic Praanas and semi-gross Pancha-Tatvas respectively. For example,
semi-cosmic Praanas represent all kinds of semi-cosmic energies, i.e. SamashtiPraanas, Praana-Tatva and Praanika-Energy. Since each cosmic dance is a part and
parcel of the spiritual dance of Shiva-Shakti, it is also an eternal dance. Hence, it never
ceases. Therefore, the sub-cosmic dances of Vibhootis also have no end or beginning.

The Rishis of the Vedic Era said ‘Neti, Neti, Neti’
With regard to the Sanskrit term ‘Neti’, the saint divine-77 said, “Although the
Rishis of the Vedic era were great spiritual masters and they were also empowered
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with cosmic vision and hearing powers, yet they also miserably failed to
comprehend countless attributes and dimensions of a cosmic dance, because each
cosmic dance is infinite, limitless and unique in all respects. Hence, the entire
concept of Vibhootis and the cosmic dance is beyond comprehension of the
human mind and its imagination. Therefore, the spiritually elevated Rishis rightly
reiterated ‘Neti, Neti, Neti’ to express their helplessness in this regard.
The meaning of the Sanskrit word ‘Neti’ is ‘it is not this’. In other words, it
conveys that ‘it is not limited to this’, i.e. it is still more. Therefore, whenever the
saint divine-77 tried to elaborate the topic of the cosmic dance and its sub-dances,
he always uttered ‘Neti, Neti and Neti’. In other words, he humbly accepted his
limitations in this regard.

The salient Aspects of the Cosmic Dance (Fig #10)
According to the spiritual guide-77, the concept of cosmic dance is a divine gift
of the Rishis of the Vedic era. For instance, Rishi Kanava, a renowned spiritual
master-cum-scientist, had claimed that all objects (matter and energies) in the
cosmos are in the form of particles only, including semi-cosmic Praanas and semigross Pancha-Tatvas. Such a statement is impossible without cosmic vision power,
as it is impossible to observe Praanas without activation of cosmic sight. Thus,
the Rishis were aware regarding particle aspect related to semi-cosmic energies,
semi-gross energies, gross energies and gross material objects. Moreover, since the
Rishis were great spiritual masters, they must have visualized and comprehended
cosmic and semi-cosmic effects of sub-cosmic dance.
The saint divine-77 also opined that the Rishis were also aware of numerous
subtle aspects of the cosmic dance to some extent. Therefore, in this context, he
further said:
i)

ii)

iii)

iv)
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During the cosmic dance, different Vibhootis interact with each
other to procreate Samashti-Praanas, Praana-Tatva and PraanikaEnergy. They are semi-cosmic subtle energy particles and represent
semi-cosmic energy.
The nature employs semi-cosmic energies to procreate PanchaTatvas, i.e. five semi-gross core subtle entities. Each Tatva is also a
semi-gross adhesive and a mode of communication between gross
and semi-gross objects.
Subsequently, the nature involves the fundamental Vibhootis to
combine five Tatvas in different proportions to procreate gross
energies and material objects, i.e. sub-atomic particles, atoms and
molecules.
Finally, semi-cosmic energy particles manifest into vital life forces,
mass of matter, gross energies such as light, sound, heat, potential
energy, kinetic energy, magnetic energy, electricity, etc. They sustain
life and perform related activities of material objects.
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The saint divine-77 summarized his views regarding the salient aspects of the
cosmic dance of Vibhootis. They are given below:
i)

ii)
iii)

Each Vaastu-Purusha generates an energy field around Him. It is
termed as “a field of influence of His cosmic energy”. It represents
a cosmos. This field is used like a platform for staging sub-dances
of Vibhootis.
Each Vibhooti also generates a unique energy field. Thus, the cosmos
comprises a countless number of energy fields. Also, all events and
activities happen within its boundary.
‘Cosmic dance’ of Vibhootis governs the cosmic and semi-cosmic
laws of the nature.

The Indian cosmic philosophy is a Divine-Gift to humanity
from the Rishis of the Vedic era
Cosmic philosophy is an integral part of divine knowledge. This philosophy
provides cosmic knowledge regarding salient features of the cosmic dance and
Vibhootis, including internal and external cosmic energy systems, processes,
etc. For instance, Vaastu-Vigyaana , i.e. Vaastu-Science, is not only limited to
the science of designing auspicious dwellings, but also it is a cosmic-cum-gross
science, because it encompasses the entire cosmos and its rules are based on
cosmic, semi-cosmic and gross laws of the nature. Vaastu-Science is one of the
most important topics in the Indian cosmic philosophy. It is also a divine gift of the
Rishis of the Vedic era.

Pancha-Tatvas are five micro-level core Elements, which
procreate material world
According to the saint divine-77, Pancha-Tatvas are five core elemental entities.
Each Tatva has unique attributes. Therefore, it is termed as Tatva. They pervade
the entire cosmos. The nature combines them in different proportions to procreate
different forms of matter and gross energies in the cosmos. In this regard, he
summarized the related philosophy as below:
i)
ii)

In order to procreate all kinds of gross energies and material objects
in the cosmos, Prakriti (the nature) uniquely employs PanchaTatvas.
Tatva is a Sanskrit term. It represents a micro level broadest
classification of the fundamental ingredients that constitute all
objects in the material world. Thus, they are subtle micro-level semigross entities. There are five Tatvas. Therefore, they are termed as
Pancha-Tatvas.
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iii)

iv)

v)

Thus, the Tatvas represent semi-gross core entities. They are the
fundamental elemental objects. Therefore, in order to procreate all
objects in the material world, they are used as basic raw materials.
They jointly procreate countless visible and invisible gross objects
in the cosmos.
Pancha-Tatvas actively interact and exert subtle influence over each
other. Due to this attribute, Pancha-Tatvas of dwellings exert subtle
influence over the inner Pancha-Tatvas of the gross bodies of the
inhabitants.
Even a single strong or weak Tatva of a dwelling can disturb cosmic
equilibrium between its Pancha-Tatvas. For instance, when a Tatva
is very strong or very weak, it is harmful, because it produces a
corresponding bad effect over the health and mindset of inhabitants.
Thus, an optimum cosmic-equilibrium between Pancha-Tatvas
makes a dwelling auspicious.

Pancha-Tatvas influence Cosmic-Equilibrium between
Pancha-Mahaa-Bhootas (Fig #10 and 32)
Pancha-Mahaa-Bhootas are cosmic expressions of spiritual Pancha-Tanmaatraas.
Thus, they are cosmic Pancha-Tanmaatraas. On the other hand, Pancha-Tatvas
are semi-gross expressions of Pancha-Mahaa-Bhootas and Mahat-Tatva. In this
context, the saint divine-77 said:
i)

ii)

iii)

iv)
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Pancha-Tanmaatraas and Mahat-Tatva are spiritual entities. PanchaTanmaatraas are spiritual adhesives. On the other hand, MahatTatva is a primordial matter. It is spiritual in nature. Therefore, they
are extremely subtle objects.
At sub-cosmic level, Pancha-Tanmaatraas and Mahat-Tatva provide
charge and mass respectively. Therefore, Pancha-Tatvas have subtle
charge and mass. Due to this reason, sub-atomic particles have gross
level charges (i.e. energy) and mass.
Pancha-Tanmaatraas and Mahat-Tatva jointly procreate cosmic,
semi-cosmic and semi-gross entities during the corresponding
dances. For example, the Pancha-Tanmaatraas manifest into the
corresponding cosmic adhesives during their spiritual dances. They
are termed as Pancha-Maha-Bhootas. They are cosmic entities.
Therefore, they procreate semi-cosmic objects. Moreover, in order
to procreate ‘charge’, they manifest into Praanika-Energy during
the cosmic dance. It is a semi-cosmic energy that provides ‘charge’
and ‘power’ to commence and sustain all procreative and destructive
activities in the cosmos.
On the other hand, Mahat-Tatva manifests into Vyashti-Praanas,
which is also a cosmic entity, i.e. cosmic energy. During the cosmic
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dance of Vibhootis, the cosmic energy manifests into SamashtiPraanas. They are semi-cosmic energy particles.
v)
Prior to procreating Pancha-Tatvas, Pancha-Mahaa-Bhootas and
Vyashti-Praanas jointly procreate Praanika-Energy and SamashtiPraanas respectively. They are fundamental semi-cosmic energy
particles. Subsequently, cosmic adhesives unite them to procreate a
unique semi-cosmic entity, i.e. Praana-Tatva. It is a very versatile
single semi-cosmic entity, which functions at semi-cosmic level
of consciousness. Due to this reason, it breaks up into PraanikaEnergy and Samashti-Praanas during the cosmic disintegration
process. Moreover, during initial cosmic integration processes,
Praana-Tatva functions as a semi-cosmic adhesive that unites
Samashti-Praanas to procreate Pancha-Tatvas within Tamasspace. Subsequently, it also unites semi-gross and gross objects at
semi-gross and gross levels.
vi) Since Pancha-Tatvas are semi-gross expressions of Mahat-Tatva and
Pancha-Tanmaatraas, they display adhesive and material (charge
and mass) properties within semi-gross platform of consciousness.
vii) Finally, Praana-Tatva combines Pancha-Tatvas into different
proportions to procreate different forms of gross energies and
material objects. Pancha-Tatvas are five semi-gross entities with
unique attributes.
viii) Thus, a real subtle cause of the cosmos is due to Pancha-Tanmaatraas
and Mahat-Tatva, because they jointly initiate procreative processes
regarding Pancha-Mahaa-Bhootas, Vyashti-Praanas and PraanaTatva, before procreating Pancha-Tatvas. Therefore, they exert
significant influence over Pancha-Tatvas. Hence, in an indirect
manner, Pancha-Tanmaatraas also exert their influence over gross
energies, water, air, land, etc.
ix) According to the Indian cosmic philosophy, equally strong Tatvas
at their respective domains within dwellings create a state of
equilibrium between its Pancha-Tatvas. Therefore, they also
indirectly maintain cosmic equilibrium between Pancha-MahaaBhootas at the cosmic level. For instance, when a heap of sand exists
in the Northeastern quadrant of a plot that is situated in the northern
hemisphere (i.e. Jala-quadrant of the N-plot); it raises elevation of
the Jala-quadrant and stops the flow of water towards it from other
quadrants of the plot. Therefore, it weakens Jala-Tatva of the plot.
Consequently, it affects cosmic equilibrium within it. Therefore, it is
prudent to remove extra sand from the water-quadrant to ensure that
it has the lowest level in it. Hence, this action not only creates a state
of cosmic equilibrium between five Tatvas at a gross level, but it also
ensures cosmic equilibrium between Pancha-Mahaa-Bhootas at the
cosmic level. Thus, the philosophy of cosmic equilibrium governs
the rules of Vaastu-Science.
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x)

Very weak or strong Pancha-Tatvas within and outside a dwelling
disturbs cosmic equilibrium. Therefore, they disturb flow-patterns
of different forms of cosmic and semi-cosmic energies within it.
Therefore, they create a large energy deficient region within it. It
sucks Praanika-Energy from within gross bodies of the inhabitants.
Therefore, an ‘energy deficient region’ adversely affects their
health.
xi) According to Vaastu-Science, disturbance in the flow-patterns of
semi-cosmic energies within a dwelling, due to imbalance between
its Pancha-Tatvas, is termed as a Vaastu-Defect. Severity of harmful
effect depends on the seriousness of a Vaastu-Defect.
xii) Serious Vaastu-Defects adversely affect health of body, mind and
soul of the inhabitants. Unhealthy body, mind and soul get expressed
into negative mindset and harmful behavior of the individuals.

Pancha-Tanmaatraas are spiritual Entities and modes of
Communication with the Souls (Fig #32)
The Rishis of the Vedic era were great spiritual masters. By virtue of their
high degree of spiritual elevation, they acquired Brahma-Gyaana, i.e. ‘divine
knowledge’. Consequently, they acquired cosmic powers. Therefore, they could
easily activate their cosmic vision and hearing powers to observe and understand
the secrets of cosmic, semi-cosmic and gross events. Hence, they were aware of
subtle attributes and subtle relationships between the above said five cosmic and
five semi-gross entities. For instance, semi-gross and cosmic entities are semigross and cosmic expressions of spiritual Pancha-Tanmaatraas. Therefore, they
have similar attributes and qualities and accordingly they operate at gross and
cosmic planes respectively. Due to this reason, they are uniquely integrated at
subtle and gross levels and mutually influence each other.
Tamas-Ahamkaara procreated Pancha-Tanmaatraas, the spiritual entities.
Therefore, they are subtler than corresponding five cosmic and five semi-gross
entities. Due to this reason, they procreate corresponding cosmic and semi-gross
entities. Thus, each Tanmaatraa procreates a corresponding Mahaa-Bhoota and
a Tatva. Therefore, they have common attributes. For example, each entity is a
subtle adhesive and a unique mode of communication with the souls as well as
the related astral and gross bodies. Hence, the Rishis of the Vedic era accorded
common names to semi-gross, cosmic and spiritual entities according to the related
Tanmaatraa. For instance, Gandha (odour) is a Tanmaatraa, which is related to
Prithvee-Tatva. In this context, the saint-divine-77 said:
i)
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Each Tanmaatraa procreates a corresponding Mahaa-Bhoota and
Tatva. They are cosmic and semi-gross expressions of a related
Tanmaatraa. Therefore, they have common qualities and attributes
due to the common Tanmaatraa. Moreover, it is also subtler than
both, because it procreates them. Therefore, it also pervades them.
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ii)

Classification of Tatvas, Mahaa-Bhootas and Tanmaatraas in five
groups has been based on their common attributes and qualities in
their gross, cosmic and spiritual forms respectively.
iii) The common Sanskrit names for Pancha-Tatvas, Pancha-MahaaBhootas and Pancha-Tanmaatraas are Prithvee, Jala, Agni, Vaayu
and Aakaasha, i.e. earth (soil), water, fire, air and ether (space)
respectively. This is a broad classification of the above said spiritual,
cosmic and semi-gross entities according to their common subtle
attributes.
iv) Pancha-Tanmaatraas display dual nature to operate at cosmic and
gross planes. Hence, they display both spiritual and cosmic qualities
that procreate cosmic and semi-gross entities as well as they activate
these qualities according to the need. Moreover, Tanmaatraas can
operate at three different planes of consciousness. Accordingly, they
have been termed as spiritual, cosmic and semi-gross entities.
v)
Pancha-Tanmaatraas are spiritual in nature. Therefore, they can
provide specific cosmic and semi-gross qualities and attributes to
Pancha-Mahaa-Bhootas and Pancha-Tatvas respectively. They also
create a unique relationship between these two entities. Due to this
relationship they mutually influence each other. For instance, Gandha
(odor) Tanmaatraa identifies itself with the odor of Prithvee-Tatva.
Thus, Gandha (odour) is a unique quality of Prithvee-Tatva. Due to
Gandha Tanmaatraa (odor), Prithvee-Tatva provides fragrance to
different materials, flowers etc. Similarly, other Tanmaatraas, such
as Rasa, Sparsha, Teja and Shabda, represent unique attributes of
Jala, Vaayu, Agni and Aakaasha Tatvas.
vi) Pancha-Tanmaatraas also relate to the gross level attributes of the
five sense organs in gross bodies. The five sense organs are nose (to
smell Gandha or odour), tongue (to taste Rasa or essence), eyes (to
envision Teja or glow), skin (to feel the touch or Sparsha) and ears
(to hear the sound or Shabda). Accordingly, corresponding PanchaTatvas have been termed as Prithvee (due to Gandha), Jala (due to
Rasa), Vaayu (due to Sparsha), Agni (due to Teja for illumination
and sight) and Aakaasha (due to space for sound and vibrations)
respectively. In other words, Aakaasha-Tatva represents ether or
space. In fact, Aakaasha-Tatva has uniquely different attributes in
spiritual, astral and gross worlds.
vii) Hence, Pancha-Tanmaatraas, Pancha-Mahaa-Bhootas and
Pancha-Tatvas are uniquely interrelated and integrated. Basically,
they jointly form a comprehensive communication system that is
supposed to provide data and information to the soul.
viii) Five gross (physical) senses of living beings are also directly
associated with Pancha-Tatvas. For instance, gross vibrations
(including sound vibrations) need sense of hearing and the media
(ether or space), because ether pervades the entire space in the
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ix)

cosmos. Therefore, they are associated with the sense of hearing and
ether i.e. Aakaasha-Tatva.
The entire space in the cosmos is known as Tamas-Space, because
this space is dark. A Tamas-Space is not self illuminated at all.
On the other hand, the Saatwika-Space of the spiritual world and
Raajas-Space in the cosmic world are self illuminated.

Three Aspects of the Sanskrit term Shoonya, the space
In order to elaborate the concept regarding three aspects of the Sanskrit term
Shoonya, i.e. space, the saint divine-77 said:
i)

ii)
iii)
iv)

v)

vi)

The Sanskrit term Shoonya represents Vyoma or void. Therefore,
it also represents Aakaasha, space, sky or ether. To be specific, in
totality, it represents Chidaakaasha (Chit + Aakaasha), the pure
consciousness.
There are three aspects of Shoonya. They are Saatwika, Raajasika
and Taamasika aspects. For instance, Saatwika aspect represents a
Saatwika-space.
Saatwika-space contains Raajasika-space and Raajasika-space
contains Taamasika-space, but they are part and parcel of the
Chidaakaasha, the subtle field of pure consciousness.
Saatwika-space is the spiritual expression of the Chidaakaasha,
because all spiritual objects are the spiritual expression of the
Chidaakaasha. It is an external field of influence due to the inner
spiritual energy of the supreme spirit. Therefore, all spiritual objects
operate within this field. It is a self effulgent space. Therefore, the
Chidaakaasha and the Saatwika-space do not need any external
illumination system.
Raajasika-space is due to the cosmic energy. It is a field of influence
of cosmic energy, the inner energy of Vaastu-Purusha. Cosmic
energy and the related cosmic objects stay and function within this
space. This is also a self illuminated space.
Taamasika or Tamas space is the field of influence due to the
inner semi-cosmic energy of Vibhootis. The Sanskrit term Tam
represents ‘darkness’. It implies that Tamas-space is dark and not
self-illuminated. Therefore, it needs an illumination system. The
semi-cosmic energy particles, semi-gross energy particles and gross
particles, including sub-atomic particles, atoms, molecules etc. stay
and operate in this space.

The illumination of the Tamas-Space
According to the author, it is very difficult to comprehend the concept of Tamasspace and its illumination. However, after uttering Neti-Neti-Neti, the saint
divine-77 further clarified in this regard. It is highlighted below:
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i)

Cosmic, semi-cosmic and semi-gross integration and disintegration
processes involve corresponding objects. For example, cosmic
energy, semi-cosmic energy particles and semi-gross energy particles
represent corresponding objects.
ii) When they involve cosmic and semi-cosmic objects, they are
termed as cosmic processes. For instance, when Vyashti-Praanas
and Pancha-Mahaa-Bhootas manifest into Samashti-Praanas and
Praanika-Energy respectively, the process of manifestation is termed
as a cosmic disintegration process. These are self-illuminated subtle
energy particles.
iii) When they involve semi-cosmic energy particles and semi-gross
energy particles, they are termed as semi-cosmic processes. For
instance, when Pancha-Tatvas are procreated due to integration
of Samashti-Praanas and Praana-Tatva, the related procreation
process is termed as semi-cosmic integration process. These are also
self-illuminated subtle energy particles.
iv) When they involve semi-gross energy particles and gross energy
particles, they are termed as semi-gross processes. For example,
when the Pancha-Tatvas are transformed into the building blocks of
matters and subatomic particles, the related transformation process
is termed as semi-gross integration process. These processes occur
within the huge clusters of the semi-cosmic energy particles in the
Tamas-space. For example, Pancha-Tatvas, the semi-gross energy
particles, are procreated from the semi-cosmic energy particles
within their clusters in the Tamas-space.
v)
Subsequently, the building blocks of matter, including subatomic
particles are also procreated from Pancha-Tatvas within their clusters.
They are self-illuminated gross particles. Therefore, illumination due
to subatomic particles is known as gross-illumination. However, gross
illuminations differ from the cosmic and semi-cosmic illuminations
due to different frequency-levels of the related particles.
vi) A gross-illumination can illuminate gross material objects only.
Therefore, it cannot illuminate Tamas-space, which contains semicosmic and semi-gross particles. For example, the rays of sunlight
emerging from the sun illuminate planets and other material objects
within and around the solar system, but they cannot illuminate
Tamas-space.
vii) Moreover, gross illuminations cannot illuminate semi-gross energy
particles, which are subtler than photons that constitute light energy.
For example X-rays, ultraviolet rays, etc. are gross energy particles
and they cannot illuminate Pancha-Tatvas.
viii) The semi-gross energy particles and gross energy particles (photons)
behave differently. Therefore, they create uniquely different
illuminations and effects over different semi-gross and gross material
objects respectively.
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Unduly weak or strong Pancha-Tatvas lack Cosmic-Rhythm
and create Vaastu-Defects
A dwelling becomes auspicious only when all Pancha-Tatvas are in the state of
equilibrium (i.e. all five Tatvas attain prominence in their respective domains
within a dwelling). This is a gross-cum-subtle requirement of the external
cosmic energy system to maintain cosmic equilibrium between Pancha-MahaaBhootas. Moreover, an auspicious dwelling is free from Vaastu-Defects, i.e.
energy deficient regions. Therefore, in this context, the saint divine-77 further
said:
i)

ii)

iii)

An unduly weak or strong Tatva within a dwelling lacks cosmic
rhythm. It implies that it lacks optimum tuning with the cosmic
rhythms of the Pancha-Mahaa-Bhootas of the cosmos. Therefore,
it not only disturbs the cosmic rhythm of a corresponding
Mahaa-Bhoota at cosmic plane, but also it creates an imbalance
between Pancha-Mahaa-Bhootas at the cosmic level. Thus,
it indirectly affects the effectiveness of all Pancha-MahaaBhootas. Lack in the cosmic rhythm gets expressed into serious
Vaastu-Defects.
Moreover, the lack of optimum tuning of two or more Tatvas with
the cosmic rhythms of the related Pancha-Mahaa-Bhootas adversely
affects their respective strengths. Therefore, two or more unduly
weak or strong Tatva not only cause corresponding Vaastu-Defects
within a dwelling, but also they disturb equilibrium between all the
Pancha-Tatvas.
Hence, unduly weak or strong Tatvas disturbs cosmic equilibrium
at cosmic plane and in return this disturbance further affects the
cosmic rhythm and strength of other Pancha-Tatvas. It implies
that harmful effects of the weak Pancha-Tatvas multiply gradually
with time. Therefore, it is prudent to take corrective actions
promptly.

An optimum management of Pancha-Tatvas within
dwellings eliminates serious Vaastu-Defects
According to the divine Rishi-77, it is mandatory to maintain the prominence of
Pancha-Tatvas at their respective domains within and around a dwelling, because
it will eliminate Vaastu-Defects. Therefore, optimum management of the PanchaTatvas at gross level will eliminate Vaastu-Defects and related problem in the life
of inhabitants. In this context, the Rishi-77 said:
i)
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An optimum management of the Pancha-Tatvas within and outside a
dwelling improves cosmic equilibrium between the related PanchaMahaa-Bhootas at cosmic level and vise versa. Moreover, it also
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ii)

governs flow-patterns and disbursing of different kinds of cosmic
and semi-cosmic energies within and around a dwelling.
Finally, any imbalance between strengths of the Pancha-Tatvas
within and around a dwelling becomes a subtle cause of serious
Vaastu-Defects, because it adversely affects the cosmic rhythm of
Pancha-Tatvas. Lack of cosmic rhythm not only adversely affects
the strength of Pancha-Tatvas and vice versa, but it also affects the
strength of inner Pancha-Tatvas of the inhabitants as well.

Prakriti, the Nature, created Tanmaatraas (Fig #32)
According to the divine Rishi-77, Prakriti, the nature, procreated Tanmaatraas.
They execute unique tasks to sustain subsequent procreation processes in the
cosmos. For instance, transformation of cosmic energy into matter and vice versa
is a procreation process. It is an eternal procreation phenomenon. It is not only
self-programmed, but also it is systematically powered, sustained and maintained
by Mahat-Tatva. It is a primordial matter that comprises spiritual mind and
spiritual energy. Ahamkaara is a spiritual entity and a catalytic agent that promotes
procreation processes. In fact, in order to promote and sustain procreation
processes in the cosmos, all subtle entities support each other, during cosmic and
semi-cosmic integration and disintegration processes.

Ahamkaara
The pure consciousness, which manifests into spiritual and cosmic entities,
involves Pancha-Tanmaatraas and Ahamkaara to ensure that the outputs of the
above said manifestations function flawlessly in an integrated manner at subtle
and gross levels. Ahamkaara behaves like a catalytic agent that promotes and
sustains procreative activities. In this context, the Sanskrit term Ahamkaara relates
to pride and positive mindset, which promotes auspicious activities. However, in
the negative sense, Ahamkaara also stands for an English term ego or false pride.
In other words, ego relates to negative mindset and therefore, it is the cause of
all kinds of sufferings in the world. However, a middle course, the only path to
salvation, is impossible without surrendering of one’s ego (false-pride) before the
altar of the supreme spirit, because only this act sustains positive mindset that
ensures auspicious activities.

Mahat-Tatva
Mahat-Tatva is a spiritual object. It is a duly programmed primordial matter
that comprises the spiritual mind, intellect and energy. In order to commence
procreative activities in the cosmos, it manifests into Gyaana-Shakti (i.e. cosmic
mind and intellect) and Kriyaa-Shakti (i.e. cosmic power that commences subtle
and gross activities). Therefore, it also procreated Tamas-Ahamkaara.
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Shiva and Vishnu Tatvas
According to the saint divine-77, Mahat-Tatva is also termed as Shiva-Tatva,
because His consciousness manifests into Mahat-Tatva. Moreover, it is the first
and fundamental cause that commences, promotes and sustains subtle activities
related to procreation processes. On the other hand, Praana-Tatva is termed as
Vishnu-Tatva, because it procreates Pancha-Tatvas that supply semi-gross energy
in the cosmos to sustain it. Due to this reason, the great Rishis of the Vedic era
worshiped the Lord Shiva as the fundamental cause and the Lord Vishnu as the
preserver of the cosmos.
Regarding cosmic and semi-cosmic activities of the Mahat-Tatva, the saint
divine-77 further said:
a) Kriyaa-Shakti of Mahat-Tatva
i)
ii)

iii)

iv)

v)
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Ahamkaara is a spiritual catalyst, but it also manifests into cosmic
and sub-cosmic objects to commence procreative activities at all
levels.
In order to initiate procreative activities, Ahamkaara participate as
a catalyst during spiritual dances to procreate Vyashti-Praanas and
Pancha-Mahaa-Bhootas. Consequently, Mahat-Tatva and PanchaTanmaatraas manifests into Vyashti-Praanas and Pancha-MahaaBhootas respectively during independent spiritual dances. They are
cosmic objects.
Subsequently Vyashti-Praanas and Pancha-Mahaa-Bhootas
manifest into Samashti-Praanas and Praanika-Energy respectively
during independent cosmic dances. They are semi-cosmic objects.
Finally, in order to procreate Praana-Tatva, Pancha-Mahaa-Bhootas
unite Samashti-Praanas and Praanika-Energy to procreate a very
versatile single semi-cosmic entity. Thus, it is also a semi-cosmic
object.
These semi-cosmic objects jointly commence and promote
procreative and destructive activities in the cosmos within the Tamasspace at semi-gross and gross levels. For instance, Praana-Tatva is
the most important manifestation of Kriyaa-Shakti of Mahat-Tatva.
Therefore. Mahat-Tatva also programs it to commence and sustain
cosmic-integration and cosmic-disintegration processes in the
cosmos to transform sub-cosmic energies into matter and vice versa.
Thus, Praana-Tatva is part and parcel of Mahat-Tatva. Therefore,
it is also programmed like Mahat-Tatva to program and function at
sub-cosmic and gross levels. For instance, it also has Kriya-Shakti
and Gyaana-Shakti. Due to this reason, it displays duel qualities of
attraction and repulsion in a cyclic order. This is a unique feature
of Praana-Tatva. Thus, it is the most versatile semi-cosmic energy
particle. Therefore, due to Mahat-Tatva, it is also known as VishnuTatva.
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b) Gyaana-Shakti of Mahat-Tatva
i)

ii)
iii)

Gyaana-Shakti of Mahat-Tatva is a spiritual intellect that functions
in the spiritual plane. Subsequently, it manifests into cosmic intellect,
which functions on the cosmic plane to manage cosmic integration
and disintegration processes in the cosmos. Thereafter, cosmic
intellect also manifests into super conscious and conscious minds
at a gross level. For instance, the cosmic intellect is part and parcel
of the astral bodies. It supports cosmic mind and energy to program
subtle activities; code and decode subtle messages; promote and
sustain subtle activities related to cosmic and semi-cosmic energies;
etc. Due to this reason, the astral and gross bodies mutually support
each other.
Moreover, the cosmic intellect is also programmed to integrate and
manage internal and external cosmic energy systems in the cosmos.
The procreative activities at the sub-cosmic levels also involve a
catalytic agent to kick-start cosmic, semi-cosmic and semi-gross
activities that procreate semi-cosmic, semi-gross and gross objects
respectively in the cosmos. Ahamkaara is the catalytic agent, which
is a spiritual entity.

According to the divine Rishi-77, initially, the ‘inner spiritual energy’ of the supreme
spirit (the Lord Shiva) manifested into Chidaakaasha, i.e. pure consciousness.
It comprises external spiritual energy. Thereafter, spiritual-power, spiritual
Pancha-Tanmaatraas Mahat-Tatva and Ahamkaara were procreated within the
Chidaakaasha. They are spiritual expressions of the pure-consciousness due to
His inner spiritual energy. Moreover, Mahat-Tatva and Ahamkaara are spiritual
expressions of the pure-consciousness due to the Lord Rudra (an active state of the
Lord Shiva). Subsequently, they jointly procreate other Vibhootis. In this context,
the divine Rishi-77 summarized the entire concept below:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

v)

Prakriti represents the inner spiritual energy of the supreme spirit
and His nature.
Prakriti employs spiritual energy, spiritual power and spiritual
Pancha-Tanmaatraas to procreate Pancha-Mahaa-Bhootas, i.e. the
cosmic Pancha-Tanmaatraas.
Subsequently, the Mahat-Tatva manifests into Vyashti-Praanas, the
cosmic energy.
Cosmic energy and Pancha-Mahaa-Bhootas are uniquely integrated.
They function at Rajas and Tamas spaces in an integrated manner.
Therefore, they jointly procreate Praana-Tatva, semi-cosmic
Praanas, Pancha-Tatvas and gross objects.
Thus, Pancha-Tatvas and gross objects are also indirectly integrated
due to the subtle energies. Therefore, both exert their influence over
each other within the cosmos, i.e. galaxies, globes, plots, grossbodies, etc.
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vi)

Due to the above principle, optimum equilibrium between PanchaTatvas within dwellings is the fundamental requirement of VaastuScience.
vii) Gross bodies, astral bodies and souls consume gross-food, cosmic
food and spiritual food respectively. The gross-food is common to
all living beings, because it is due to Pancha-Tatvas, which also
procreate all living beings.

Pancha-Tanmaatraas, Pancha-Mahaa-Bhootas and PanchaTatvas are closely related (Fig #32)
Regarding the unique relationship between spiritual, cosmic, semi-cosmic and
semi-gross entities, the saint divine-77 said:
i)

ii)

iii)
iv)

Pancha-Tanmaatraas and Mahat-Tatva are part and parcel of His
consciousness. They represent His nature. An equivalent Sanskrit
term for one’s nature is Prakriti. Another Sanskrit term for one’s
nature Swabhaava. It stands for one’s intellect and conditioned
mindset. Therefore, His consciousness represents His intellect and
the power of procreation. Thus, all procreative and destructive
activities are governed by His Prakriti.
To be specific, Pancha-Tanmaatraas and Mahat-Tatva represents
the true nature (Prakriti) of the supreme spirit. Due to this reason,
Pancha-Tanmaatraas and Mahat-Tatva are initially involved in
procreation of Pancha-Mahaa-Bhootas and Panch-Tatvas. Thus, the
Pancha-Tanmaatraas and the Mahat-Tatva are fundamental spiritual
entities that plan, program, commence and sustain execution of all
procreative activities. Therefore, procreation and the existence of
Pancha-Tatvas and Pancha-Mahaa-Bhootas depend on PanchaTanmaatraas and Mahat-Tatva.
On doom’s day, cosmic, semi-cosmic and semi-gross entities,
including gross objects, finally disappear into related Tanmaatraas
and Mahat-Tatva, which finally merge into pure consciousness.
A Tanmaatraa and its related Mahaa-Bhoota and Tatvas have similar
attributes. Therefore, the Rishis of the Vedic era assigned similar
names to them i.e. Prithvee (Earth or soil), Jala (Water), Teja (Fire),
Vaayu (Air) and Aakaasha (Space).

Pancha-Tanmaatraas create Communication-Links in
the cosmos
The above said entities communicate with each other with common signals through
the related Pancha-Tanmaatraas, Pancha-Mahaa-Praanas and Pancha-Tatvas.
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Their basic signals at gross level are Gandha (odor), Rasa (taste), Roopa (form/
illumination), Sparsha (touch) and Shabda (sound) respectively. These signals are
due to five Tanmaatraas. Thus, Pancha-Tanmaatraas create communication links
between gross body, astral-body and soul of an individual.

The Sequence of Procreation of Vibhootis
With regard to commencement of the initial and subsequent procreative activities,
the Rishi-77 said, “Pradhaana, the Lord supreme, is the master of Chidaakaasha.
He along with His co-dance partner, the Spiritual Energy, created Vikriti (disorder)
within it. Factually, He is the expression of the ‘Self’ of the Supreme spirit, the
Lord Shiva, (i.e. Swa-Swaroop Bhoota). Thus, in order to produce Vikriti within
the Chidaakaasha, the Lord Shiva, the Niraakaara-Brahma, attained a different
form or an entity, i.e. Saakaara-Brahma. The Vikriti procreated Mahat-Tatva, a
Vibhooti, within the Chidaakaasha. It was His first creation. It is the primordial
mind and matter, a spiritual entity. It is extremely subtle and the fundamental cause
of the universe. It commenced all procreative activities within the Chidaakaasha.
Therefore, it is termed as Shiva-Tatva.
In order to kick start procreation of spiritual, cosmic and sub-cosmic
Vibhootis, the Mahat-Tatva initially procreated Ahamkaara. It is a catalytic
agent and the software aspect of the Mahat-Tatva. It is also the cause of three
Gunas (i.e. Saatwika, Rajasika and Tamasika), the three attributes. Subsequently,
Tamas-Ahamkaara procreated Pancha-Tanmaatraas. Thus, Mahat-Tatva and
Ahamkaara are the fundamental (primordial) subtle Vibhootis. Subsequently,
Pancha-Tanmaatraas procreated Pancha-Mahaa-Bhootas, while the Mahat-Tatva
procreated Vyashti-Praana. Both are cosmic Vibhootis. Thereafter, Vyashti-Praana
and Pancha-Mahaa-Bhootas produced Samashti-Praanas and Praanika-Energy
respectively. They are semi-cosmic Vibhootis. In order to produce Praana-Tatva,
they unite during their sub-cosmic dance. It is also a semi-cosmic Vibhooti. Finally,
Samashti-Praanas and Praana-Tatva interacted to produce Pancha-Tatva, which
is a semi-gross Vibhooti. Thus, in order to produce other Vibhootis, the Vibhootis
of higher potentials dance together, as co-dance partners, i.e. ‘Pairs of Opposites’.”
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